Questions from the CEF Measure G Update Community Conversation:

1. Is the 8-10 month DSA approval time what you expected, or longer than expected due to backlog of projects by so many school districts? How far delayed is your work timeline?
   Answer: There are many factors which may cause DSA processing time to be shorter or longer. DSA is in a third year of revamping the procedures for approval of projects. Some steps to the process have become a bit quicker, but most are the same or longer as they analyze processes and then transition to new procedures. The 8-10 month timeline is consistent with what we expected.

2. This list of projects has just scratched the surface in terms of District needs and deferred maintenance. When would you conceivably explore another facilities bond measure?
   Answer: It has been communicated that once we address all of the identified projects in the current bond project list, we can begin to have further discussion about other needs that have not yet been addressed. We anticipate projects associated with this bond to be completed around the end of the 20-21 academic year.

3. Where at Condit will modulars go? What happens to old portables?
   New modular units will be on the east side of campus where the existing playground and a portion of the asphalt basketball courts are currently. Old portables will be demolished and removed once there is no longer a need for their use as student classrooms. The final phase of bond projects will include varying levels of modernization in existing classrooms. As we replace carpet, paint, and make other improvements, we may need to use some of portable classrooms for temporary student housing.

4. What happens when you go over budget? Do you have an emergency fund or do you have to pull from other projects or have to cancel those projects?
   We have built in both contingency and escalation factors for all projects. It is our goal that this will allow for addressing unforeseen conditions and smaller changes that may, or may not, take place. Our intention is to not reduce any project in order to complete another.

5. What is the completion timeline for each school site project?
   - Portable replacement project for six sites projected to be finished in spring of 2019 (Vista and Condit is yet to be determined)
   - Swimming Pool and Locker Rooms at El Roble and CHS projected to be completed in spring of 2020-21.
   - CHS Student Center / food preparation building projected to be completed in spring of 2020-21.
   - CHS Music building to begin work upon completion of the CHS Student Center / food preparation building.
   - Existing elementary classroom modernization will take place in in stages during the summers of 2019, 2020, and 2021.
   - Partial HVAC replacement has already been completed at El Roble and CHS. Elementary school sites are currently in planning and will take place over time.
   - District wide electrical upgrades will be underway through 2020-21.
   - CHS gym improvements are complete
   - District wide roofing is complete